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Forewçrd

Thi s mnemirandum covers only a small phase of the problem of inst rumenta-

tion for signal enhancement research, and has been prepared primarily for

distrtb:tion to aid others at MEL who may be in related

ptat~d. Work to August 1958 is covered .
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‘Part II

IAtrodUct ion

—1~-. ~Application to Single Sideband Signals ,

5. Effect of Dopplsr;

6. Lower Sideband and Double Sideband Operation ;

7. Effect of Finite Duration of Saaple

‘See TM 279 for Part I.
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Introduction

Part I of this series, consisting of three sections :

1. Mathematical Background

2 . Theoretical Deve1op~ent

3. Treatment of Single Frequency Input
1

was issued as TM 279.

In Part II the original numbering sequence is continued for convenience of

reference. This treatment extends the results of Part I to a finite band of

frequencies and considers the effect of Doppler within specified limits.

In Part III, to follow, it is planned to extend the effect of Doppler to

large values requiring compression of the matching signal. It is also planned

to investigat e the combined effect of clipping and sampling.

•
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~~~~icat ion to Singl• Sideband Siinals

Suppose now that the Stored signal in channel b prior to speed—up i. a section

of duration T : MR , centered at t : 0, from the wavefo rm

u(t) a Z5c5 oos(2sr~~t f(~3). 4—1

And suppose that the signal in channel a prior to speed—up is a dslayed, h.tero—’

dynad, singl, sideband version of the same wavefo rm, the delay to being the time

required for this section of th . signal to rea ch and be sampled into the primary

ARMS unit, ~~b.ing the heterodyne frequency prior to speed—up and it. phase.

Then for a given frequency in u(tr) prior to speed—up the following relation s

exist after speed—up for the equations in section 3.

4-3

~~ ~~~ 
2ff ~~t0, 4-5

~ b ~ e’
and ~~ ~ 

~~~~~
_ 2~~~~t0. 4 7

~~ploying these relations the expr ession in (3—23) becomes

(1/2 ) 1
~
. sino ( ~~ r/ft — Nf3ft cos [~2r~~~~+~4 r/R)t+(?_27rØ J

as difference—frequency output waveform resulting from one of the input signal

frequencies 9~
. Ignoring the sum fr.qu.nei.. and th . cross—product differ ence

fr.qusnoi.a, th. out put wave form for the input u(t) in .quation (4—1) will be

(1/2) ~ ~~~ 2 Zr sinc(7 +fr4r/ft-N/~R oos EFT ~~ +y’~r/R)t4 O~219~~~~
f

(1/2) i~, ~~~c5
2 siac (~~~4y’~~4.~q~ a cos 1 r(?~ f *3r/R)t+ c3_v7~~~tj . 4—9

For a rectangular input sp.atr~~ whsrs C5 ~ C, thi s rsduc.a to

(C2!i) Zr~. ~~~ stnc()~~4Ør/R..a~ 4R Co. ~~~ +~~~rA) -2fi~~~t~~~~ 4-10



Taking as the lowest positiv. frequency in the storage input signal u(t ,), as

the center frequency and as the highest frequency in the band, and restricting

9~and Ø each to be less than 1/2R, it is seen that tue spectrum of (4—10)

consists of a series of component bands of width less than l/2R spaced h R  apart as

illustrated in figure 2. The amplitude of the frequ.ncies in these bands is deter—

mined by the sinc function. Taking rm as the nearest integer to

it is seen that the component band wit h greatest power in (4—10) is given by

(C 2/2) ~ sinc(y~f7~~~./R_NØR cos [21~(, +t+r~/R)t+ c3_2 rry
~

7
t

.~7 
• 4—I)

An ideal filter of width aáh7~ ,9~
_ 7~ 

centered at ~/~+,~4rm/R would select this

band and exclude the others. The position of this sin c function in figure 2 depends

primarily on N~~~ so for N large compared to unity it is seen that the component

bands in (4— 10) are comparatively stationary. In effect the variation of

slides the sinc function along thei’eby producing a variation in the relative ampli-

tudes of the component bands without appreciably altering their position. To adjust

the band in (4—U ) to peak power it is only necessary to adjust make

N~~~ ~/c4/4trn/R 4-12

that i.

9” (~7c1~rm/R)/(~~1)o 4—13

This centers the sinc function on the band as illustrated in figure 3, and equation

(4—11) reduces to

(C 2/2) I~ sino(~ /~—f~3R cos 7(rs+7
’
~
rz/R)t +~~~2~9~ t J  • 4—14

Returntn~ to equation (4—9 ) it is apparent that without , the restriction on the

amplitudes this component band would have the waveform

(1/2) ~5C5
2 einc(~f5—f ~’)R 005 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ; 4—15

Since

I ~~?~ckn/4 R 4.16

.inc(9~ — 9~~~wu1 not differ greatly f rom unity and (4— 15) becomes approximately

4—2 
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~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(1/2) £5c,2 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • 4—17

The signal in the storage unit on channel b is recycled indefinitely while

waiting for the equivalent signal to reach and be sampled into the p$aary unit on

channel a, hence t—t 0 is effectively the relative delay of the signal in channel a.

Representing this relative delay by 7, expression (4— 1?) becomes

(1/2) ~.8C5
2 cos [2 71(~~~+~~~r~/R)’r+ 

~
3
0J 

4—18

where

= (3+2fl (~
2+r111/R)t0 4—19

and

‘T~ 
t—t0 4—20

The expression in (4—18) begins to look a little more like an autocorrelation

function. F,llowing the method of Faran and Hills5 the sunrnation in this expression

5James J, Faran , Jr. and Robert Hills, Jr ., “Correlators for Signal Reception,”
Harvard Univ., Acoustics Research Laboratory, T~ No. 27, 15 Sept 1952, P. 3.

m a y  be r~p1aøed by an integral

(1/2)j’ c2(f) cos [2 1 r ( f 4 r R T r 3~~j  df ~—~i

which for a rec,~ angular spectrum reduces to

(C2/2)1( 00B ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ df -

a z sinc ?~~q~cos [2 1r(71~+r
4rm/a774 

~~
oJ 

4—22

where

4—23

is the frequency spread in the input u(t) and

= c2~~~~2. 4—24

4—3
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~ffe ct of Doppler

For non—zero dopt ier the situation is somewhat different to that portrayed in

section 4., since now the difference frequenoy (
~~ is no longer simply NØ’ As be-

fore it is assumed that the signal in the storage ARMS or equivalent unit is a sped—

up replica of the random waveform

u(t ) a 15C5 oo.(211~~ t4 (35). 5—1

~he signal in the primary ARMS unit at time t • t0 will now however be taken as a

dopp].ered version of that treated in section 4. It is assumed that the signal has

been heterodyned up with a frequency prior to transmission of the upper side

band . The doppler occurs during transmission and the resulting signal is hetero—

d ned back down by a frequen cy prior to sampling and speed—up. ~~now will be

taken as g — h 80 that for zero doppler it will have the same significance as

in section 4. It is seen that for a given frequency in u(t )  the following rela-

tions will now exist for the case of a fractional doppler D:

• ii( + D + D7~ ), 
. 

5—2

7b : N~~ , 5-3

• N (/~+ D9~ + Dx), 5-4

• Q~ +ç3— 2ff (q. + D~~~)t0, 5-5

5-6

and

• ~3— 211~~9~ + D~~~)t0. 5—?
but dropping the factor 1/2,

Corresponding to (
~—~J the correlator output wavefo rm will now be

Z r sinc + r/R — (N—1 )(~~~ Df ~ + D~~~~~ R cos [~1r(~~ ~~
+ + r/R)t 4(3- 2 iT( s~

’, + D~~~)t~~) .
Taking 7. t—t 0 as in section 4, this reduces to

Zr sinc j~~i~+ r/ 1~_(N_l)($ 
~~~~ + D~~~)

J 
ft cos i1( ~~ ~

.

+D 7~~+ DØ + r/RYT 4. (3~~~ 
. 5-9

_ 



where

= ~~f2 /T(~4r/~~Df’)t0 5-10

Equation (4—13) may be written

(ti—i) c7~ui ~~ +r~/R. 5—11

Taking Dj as the fractional. doppler satisfying the relation

Dj (tJ—l)( q~fq~
) = j /R 5—12

where j  Is an integer , and writing

rj  ra+j, 5-13

the center frequency of the rj band in ( 5—9 ) may be written

~rj  c~~+ D j (~ ç+~~~)+r~/R ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5...j4

and, since from ( 5—U ) and ( 5—12 ) the  corresponding sinc argument is

7c4rj/R —(II—~)~/
1+Dj  70+Djf

’
~) = 0, 5—15

it is seen that th~/amplitude for this center frequency is unity.

For simplicity in the following diocussion it will be assumed that

a 2 (c~~ + ~1~
’
)R 5—16

is an odd integer. From ( 5—12) it follows that

Dj  • 2j/ (H—l)g 5—17

and

Dg 2/(N-.1) 5—18

Making use of relations (5—11,12,14, and 17) the wavefo rm of the rth band in

( 5—9 ) may now be written

sinc fri. ~~+(r_rj )/R_ (N_ 1)(Dj~~~—Dj  Y R

a05 [2~r1~13
_ 
/~+(r -rj )/lM.(Dj ?~

_Dj ~~ Or~J ’r + (3~~.
sine ~~

_
~~ f (r_rj)/R_(2i/g)(~~~_yQJ R

~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5—19

for th e fractional doppl er Dj . From (5— 19) it is apparent that the peak

power occurs in the rj band

5—2

_______ - ..T~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ..
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— .-~ - -.

~~-~�~-2(j/g)( 9~
_ 
~J R cos(2fif ~

_ ~~ 7

+ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . 5—20

For values of j  in the range 0 ~ j  A g the argument of the sinc function for

a given does not exceed (7~... 
~~

)R / in absolut e value. From (4—16)

therefore the sinc function will r . t  differ greatly from unity over the rj band,

sr~d, analogous to (4—17), e ,uation (5—20) becomes approximately

L5c~ cos[2/T~~~_7~c+2(at) (9a_f)/(N_i)+erj~r4 
(3r~3 

5—21

From (5—21) it is seen that the bandwidth of the rj band is [~+2J/(N_l)~J4~(

and since the center is it follows that , corresponding to (4—22), for a

rectangular input spectrum (5—21) reduces to

E sincL[1+2i/(N_ 1)sj cr 7~~
cos(2tr QrjT+~~

rj
) 5—22

If j is small compared to N/2, j/(N—i)R will be small compared to 1/2R and

fo r A 9’ ~~~l/2R equation (5—14) will be represented to a good approximation by

G~. . )0+1+r j /R 5—23j  / F

and ( 5—22) will reduce to

~ sinc ~rA 00$ ;2 ~r( ~‘~~~~~/‘~
)7’+ (9’

rjj 
5~~4

to a s ood approximation. If g is small compared to N/2 ( 5—24 ) will be a

good approximation for the band for a Doppl.r Dj  for all values of J in the

r.mge 0 ~ j  ~ g. For j  outside of this range the sinc function in ( 5—20 ) changes

too rapidly with and ( 5—21) cannot be taken as a good approximation to ( 5—20) .

It follows from (5—17 ) that for dopplers greater t han 2/(N—1) as well as for

dopp1~rs less than zero the stored signal in channel b should be compressed or

expc~.~ed to approxim~te1y match the dopple r in the signal in channel a. This

process is treated in ~~Iii~I latlMI~~~~~ section.

For a fractional doppler

2x/(N—1)g 5—25

where x is not necessarily an integer, it is seen from equations ( 5—15) and

( 5—17) that. the ar~~~snt of the sinc function in (5—9) may be written in the form

5—3 

~~~~~- .~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~4 fi)}~ 5-26

and from (5—l6~/this reduces to

~ 
~~ 4 (r—rj )/R— 2(x/g ) ( / ‘

~
- ~/~)_ (x_i)/RJ R. 5—27

From (4—16) it is seen that for values of x satisfying the relation

/ x_ .i/ ~ 1/4 , j  = 0,1 .g 5—28
the value of the ar~u~~nt of this sinc function for the rj  band will not exoeeá

1/2 and hence the ain c function will not differ too great ly from unity over the

rj band. For x in this range (5—21) and (5—22) will therefore apply to a good

approximation. If in addition j is small compared to N/2 equation ( 5—24 ) and

( 5—23) will still apply also. A bank of 2g4l filters of width 1/2R centered at

the values lc+7
(+rj/R will thus be adequat e to resolve the Doppler values D~

for the ranges of x defined by equation (5—2 8). For values of x satisfying

the relation

l/4~~ /x— i / t~
’ 
1/2 5—29

an appropriate contraction or expansion of the comparison signal m ay  be used to

recenter the sinc function and again effectively shift bhe x values into a more

favorable range equivalent to that in ( 5—28) . the treatment of this process is
a later

also reserved for/section ~~

The above developnent is based on the assumption that7~has been chosen to

satifly (5— 11) in agreement with (4—13) which was set up for the case of zero

d~ t ler. This restriction may be removed by replacing equations ( 5—11) and (5— 12)

respectively by

(N_ 1)1. 1o4(rm+ E’)/R 5—30

and 

Dj (N_ 1)(~~ +~~ ) (j -e)R 5-31

where is rest ricted to the range

—
~~ ~c’~112. 5—32

Eimuat ions ( 5—13), (5— 14), ( 5—15) and (5—16) remain unchanged but equations (5—17)

and ( 5—18 ) respectively would need to be replaced by

5-4

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



= 2(j — P )/ (N— 1)g 5—33
and

Dg = 2 (1— P /g)/ (N—1). 5—34

Similarly (5—19) and ( 5—20 ) would change to

sinc 
[~�~—~~~+(r_rj )/R—2( i_ P)(y 0—~)/~-J a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ + QZTJ~+ ~~~ 5-35

I5C~ ~inc ~~~ %_2 (j_Q ) (
~ ~~

- 

~~)/ ~ R

005 

[ir[~/~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5-36

respeclively. For values of j  in the range 0 to g the arg isnent of the sine

function for the rj  band in (5—36) will range from (142~~/g)(~~~— ; 0)~to (—14.2 P/g)

(~~I~_ c/~)k For this gives an unsymmetrical range for the output sinc

function for the indicated range in j . If j  is restricted to the range from 0

to g—l however and ~~is taken as —1/2 the arg~aen1~ f the sir ic function in (5—36 )

will range from (l_l/~) (q5_ %~)Rto (_]4l/~)(c7~5_9~
’)aand symmetry is thus restored.

Thj~ cas& of narticular interest 1i1at e~~~ since it results in a reduction of

the number is of output filters requi red to cover a large range in doppler. For

this case equatIons (5— 30) and (5—33) give

= [~+ (rm_l/2 )/RJ /(N—l) 5..37

~ (2j4 1)/(N—l)g. 5—38

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
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Lower Sideband and Double Sideband Operati on -

In section 4 the signal in the primary ARMS unit was assumed to be a h.terodyn.d,

single sideband versi on of that in the storage ARMS. A positive value for 7
0111

section 4 corresponds to the upper sideband. The lower sideband requires special

oonsid.ration .

Par the lower aid, band (san be replaced by _(and (? by —(2 in squati ons

(i~—2) to (i~-’7.’. P ros (4—13) thi s would lead to a negative value for r~, so r would

need to be replaced by —r in (4—8) and subsequent squations in order to reflect the

principal spectral band into the positive region . With these changes (4-8) becomes

(1/2) 2~ sine (9~_7~r/ft + N co. ~~ ~~~-7~r/R)t- ~~—2 it7
~ J

= (1/2) 2~. sine (7~
’
~~~ + r/R~N/~R Co. r/R)t +~~+2 7r~~t~ J 

6-1

from which it is seen that these changes are equivalent to replacing ~/ by

and by — in (4—8) and subsequent equations . Thus (4—13) becomes

~7~
i (r,/k_f )/(1I~1) 6—2

to center the sinc function on the band. And (4-15) becomes

(1/2) ;c5
2 sine (q~-~~~)R Co. f~ir~y’~y(+ rdR)t +~~~ r y 7  “.3

the
for /resulting wavefo rm. These same resul ts could have been obtained equAlly well

by replacing by _7
~ 

and (3~ by -(3m in (4-2) and (4-5). This would have given

and 

~? 5?f 2,1-
p~t0.

Th. sum-fr equency waveform given in (3—25) ooi~~ then have been used instead of the

difference frequency waveform of (3—23 ) to obtain th. second ameber of (6—1) directly.

No refisotion by reversing the sign of r would have been necessary in this ease.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(4-15) sad (6.3) , it is seen that the two output bandi at. .j st ri—

cally disposed about z’ ,/R. For double sideband op.rati~’n the sine function may

therefore bi centered on r1/i for peak output. This is ~~uivalent to replacing

by 0 in equations (4-12) t* (4-15) and in (6-2) and (6-3). This giv.s

6-6

for both upper and lower sid.bsnds. The output waveform for the upper sideband is

then

(1/2) L~C5
2 sine oos C2 if’(~ 4 7’~+ r /R)t + (3 — 21r~ t0]  6—?

and for th. lower sideband

(1/2) ~ 5C,
2 sin. co. [2 ill ~ ~~*r,/R)t 4(3+ 211~q~t07. 6-8

Th, combined output waveform for the doubl. sideband i. thus

(1/2) ~~pC~
2 sins~~~1I so. ~~

fl’.(
~~~ 7~

’
+ra/R)t + 

~
3_2Tr

~
toIJ

+ cos j~ 
?fl(~1~L ~~~rda)t + ~ 4.

~ ~~~~~ sine so~ [2 1r(~4rdR)t + ç9oo. ~~

a co. [
~ 
/1(f+r,JR)t +~~ 

1sc~
2 

~~~~ 7
(’.R ~‘ [2Fry~t..t.j) 0 6-9

6-2 
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£ffect of Finite Duration of Sample

In section 3 the effect of sampling was investigated by u.s of a rep ated (function.

For samples of short duration compared to the interval between samples, the function

provides a fair approximation. In normal operation of the ARMS or D~LTIC, however, the

instantaneous values of the sample may be stretched out to approximate a square pulse of

duration as great as 1/2 or even all of th. interval bstw.en samples. In normal opera-

tion the beginning of this square pulse is the tine at which the instantaneous sample
of the

is taken. ?hat is, the poeitio~~ ef funotion would oorrespond to the beginning of the

satiate pulse. For simplicity in the following de*lopnent, however, the (function win.

be taken to coincide with the middle of the equate pulse. For most purposes this simpli-

fication will make no significant difference in the final result .

From (3—5) the impulse sampled output waveform of the storage ARMS may be written

~~ (rect (t-nR )~~ co. ~~ ff ~~ (t.~ R) 4?~j  rep~ ((t-nR)~~

£rect (t-n*/R cos E2,r~~
(t..nR) +j 2rc~~.-rS-nR)~~

~~ ~~ect (t-nR)/R ~ Ecos(21r~~r8+eb) ~ (t_rS..nR~7~~ . 7-1

To represent the stretching of these pulse samples into square pulses of duration

Q &S, it is necessary to replace the ffunotion in the last mwiber of (7— 1) by a rest

function, obtaining

I~ fr.ct(t-nR)/a Ij ,  &.(2M~~ r6+(3b) reot(t.’.
~
.rS..nR)/Q

3I~ 
7-2

as the resulting output waveform. From (2—24), the corresponding spectrum is

/ ~ 
£ Einc(r_

~~~
_n/5) R eino( ~~~4n/~~ exp i

4 sine (f+~~.-n/S)R einc(f~~rI/S)Q exP(~
iQb~7 

rep~/~ J~~) . 7—3

7—1 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



This may be compared with the expression in (3-.6) obtained by use of the S funct ion.

For sample pulses suf ficiently short it i. seen that the two expressions give essentially

the same results. To obtai n a corresponding expression to replace (3—11) as the spect rum
t

of the primary ARMS output, the impulse sampled waveform may first be written as

~ Lt~
t t.1

~
)/R oos [vi 7~(t-nP) 4 

~~
j  re~~~~ (t..nR)~5

~~ 
{r.ct (t~n~~/R sos ~~~~~ (t..nP) 4 ~~~

= ~n &ect 
(t~~~)/a £r [o. ~~ z7~~nRf r5 ,iP) + 

~
) ~~(t nRs r3~~~ 0 7-4

Since, ~~~~ (3-7), R—P 5, this reduces to

Zn fr.ot(t- nR)/a Z~ [co. f2ff%~n+r)5 +c3) ((-nR..rS~J~ 0 7-5

A. in the ~. .ee of the storage unit, in order to represent the stretched pu].. samples

it is now necessary to replace the (function by a rect function. Thus (7~5) is con-

verted to -

~~ 
[rect(t-nR)IR ~~ [00. {2r~~(n+r)54(~~ reot(t-nR-rS)/Q~~~ 7-6

and, from ( 2—25), the corresponding epectr~n is

~~~~ ~ 
~~inc(f- ~~+n/S)R sino(~~~—n/S)Q exp ic3~J rep~~ ~~~f— ~~

)

4~~~n [stnc(t47~
_n/s)a sinc (~~~$/S)Q exp(_i(?~J repl/R di r4~~ )} 7—7

- 
where, from ( 2—26) arid ( 3—.4 )~

$ ~/ .  ,7~~ 
3/it — 7~m. 7—8

It should be possible to obt ain the spectrum of the oorrelator output by combining

(7-3) and (7—7), however it seems simpler to start from the product wavefo rm as was done

in section 3. 7rom (3—12) the impulse sampled output waveform of the correlator is

given by

7—2 



£[~ ~~rect ~j !~-~ Co. ~~~~~ (t-nP).I.~~~ Co. 
f~ (t_nR)+Q~J 

rer~ S(t-nR~~

* I~ ~~ect tj !~ cos [2f~(t~.nP)+~3~J 
cos [27Ty~’(t_nR)+ ci~] ~ ~(t..nR_rS~~

= ~~ ~~~
ct ~~~ ~~ ~ os ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ cos(27’~rS4 ~~

) ~ (t-.nR-rS)~~~

= ~~ ~‘rect t n R  
~ r /~~ O5 [2 ~~ a(n+t )54 (9~~ coe(273 r3+ 

~~~ 
6 (t-nR-r~J~ . 7-9

Replacing the ~ function by the corresponding rect gives

~~ £ c ~ ~j!!!~ Xr L~os ~ ;ff ~~ (n+r)S+~?a~ cos(2 1fr S+ c3b) rect(t_nR_rS)/~7~

(1/2) I~ ~~rect ~~ L~. ~~ [~ 
n+ (~/~— $)r SJ 4~~ a 

~J rect(t—nR—r S)/~~~

+ (1/2 ) ~reot &~~1~ !~ /~ oe ~~ 1Tf ~~~3+(~ 1a+~~~~rsJ +c?a+?~j  rect(t—nR—rS),~~~ .

From (2— 27) the corr esponding spectrum is

I Q/43j ~~ ~~ine(t— ~~~4n/S)R sinc~~~~—n/S)Q exp i~~ repl/R

i. 2~ ~~~inc( f4. 7~- —n/S)R sinc(~~ —n/S)Q exp(—i~~~) repl/R 6(r+9~J
+ ~~ }~ ino(f—9~~4n/S)R sinc(q~,..—n/S)Q exp iQ~ replm (t_~7~ ( -

4. 
~~ J~

inc ( ff /~,..-n/3 )R sins (~~ ..—n/S )Q exp(—i ~~) rep,~j~ d (f + ~~
1
3)~ fl. 7—11

where 9~ 
Ia still represented by (7—8),

, 7—12

= /a+1i , 7—13

and 
~ a~ 7—15

As noted following equation ( 2—23) the n in (7—11) i. unrelated to the n in

(7— 10). As in section 3 the sum terms and higher order difference tens. will usually

be eliminated by filtering leaving

7—3

Ih~ T~T -
- 

- 

-



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. -.--~ 

( 0145/ (~ inc(f_ ~~~)R sincy~Q exp(~t~~~) rePVR

4 sinc(f4~~~)R 
~~~~~ 

exPEi~~) repl,R ~~7~”~iJ 7—16

corresponding to (3—21). Corresponding to (3—22) this reduces to

/ Q/2S/ sine Q 
. L°~ 

(, /N+r/R-~~~)R spec cos 
~~ 

1T( ØN+r/R)t +

/0123/ 
sinc Q spec ~~ (~

5inc(~~~/N+ r/R.~~~ )R cos [2 1T( ~~~fII+r/R)t + 7—17

The resulting output waveform corresponding to (3—23) becomes, neglecting the

constant factor / Q/25 / ,
sinc 9~~ Q ~~~ ~ 5inc(7”a/s4r/R_~~~

’)T oos [2l7~~~ /N+r/k)t+(~~~~f 
7—18

For the condition

h 1/40 7—19

it is seen that sinc 0 . does not differ greatly from unity. Hence ( 7—18) is

esssnt ia11~y identica l with ( 3—23) for this condition.

7—4 

~~~~~~~ ______
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